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US Navy Veteran
Schedule Time to Chat with me at DrewLearns.com

Work Experience:
2020 - Present | Production Engineer | Ally Bank (100% remote from Charlotte)

● Embedded as a DevOps & SRE resource of a front-end team in support of Ember.js and React.js application’s
Software Development Life-cycle. Routinely reviews code, automates manual processes, monitors and leads
triage efforts to identify root cause analysis and blameless post mortems resulting in improved overall durability
and reliability of the Bank’s applications - improving developer experiences.

● Acts as a Subject Matter Expert (SME) for two application team’s Jenkins, OpenShift, and Bitbucket
operations/infrastructure as well as integration/migration from current infrastructure/pipelines to a Gitlab solution
on AWS.

● Uses Splunk, Log Rocket, Grafana, and Cloudwatch for monitoring/alerting and dashboard creation for
incorporation into Service Level Indicators, Service Level Objectives, and Error Budgeting. Creates workflows
for automated reporting and trending of pipeline issues for improved response time, documentation, and level of
knowledge.

● Responsible for all activities for the Bank’s Content Delivery Networks (CDN) at Akamai including release
management, monitoring of CDN edge servers, bitrate, offload, redirections, and continuously improving
cacheable content delivery for end-users within the secure banking space. These activities reduce the origin
server request rate, improving overall performance, security, and reliability.

● Implements and trains team members on continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) pipelines to
implement applications & Akamai (CDN) changes as code and automate manual processes - this directly
impacts development time and site performance. Utilizes Akamai’s CLI & RESTful APIs in parallel with AWS
Cloudfront/SiteShield leveraging Terraform to ensure safe, performant, and reliable experiences within the
banking space.

● Acts as an approver/reviewer/liaison for all banking-related Web Application firewall activities - This cuts down
on operational silos due to the nature of security teams in financial technology and reduces recovery time for
bot mitigation or firewall misconfigurations (better uptime).

● Builds new routes, networks, and firewall rules to create new secure properties consumed by internal teams
with Akamai Caching and WAF rules to test configuration changes and leverage Akamai’s staging network in
the lowest environment possible (an initiative to shift left). Requires heavy collaboration and planning within
change management guidelines.

2018 - 2020 | Senior Happiness Engineer | GetFlywheel.com (100% remote from Alaska/North Carolina)
● Remote member of a cohesive global support team whose sole focus is to help developers do their best work.

Duties included: troubleshooting various development and hosting issues of 40-70 different developers daily
with the record of being the first employee to reach 11,000 total issues resolved and also maintained the highest
satisfaction record in the history of the company.

● Read server logs daily for both performance issues and server errors to help diagnose and troubleshoot various
issues for both clients and Flywheel. Leveraged understanding of various languages and technologies such as
SQL, PHP, Networking, Javascript, HTML, CSS, and Linux-based servers to resolve client issues promptly.

● Triaging outages related to our internal application, as a first responder, was instrumental in identifying root
causes and trends that negatively impacted customers. As a result, troubleshooting methods were well
documented in post-mortems for future events to avoid unnecessary downtime or improve recovery time.
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2016 - 2018 | Host Octopus LLC (100% remote from Alaska)
Marketing / Designer / Senior Developer / Architect

● Created optimizations, automation, and workflows to improve development, support, billing, marketing, and
client life-cycle to enable resolving issues and completing projects rapidly - increasing total profits.

● Utilized Cloudflare CDN to manage DNS and Web Application Firewalls, for clients and small businesses across
Alaska for performant sites as well as leveraging monitoring tools like uptime robot, MX toolbox, and Cloudflare
analytics directly leading to a 99.998% uptime.

● Developed business-oriented websites for marketing and managing business needs such as securely collecting
documents. Built sites and applications using PHP, HTML, CSS, Javascript, SQL/NoSQL, React, and the AWS
infrastructure or management of servers and applications.

● Duties included: design of websites & marketing campaigns, user experience, hosting, domain registration,
speed/performance, SEO, social media and email marketing, backups, and security implementation for Host
Octopus and clients.

2015 - 2016 | Systems Nuclear Engineer III | AMSEC LLC (Newport News, Virginia)
● Developed and maintained a procedure writing database for planning purposes of a major carrier overhaul

including coordination between ship schedules, technical work documents, and radiological controls.
● Wrote technical documentation for the performance of Nuclear retest procedures for consumption by the US

Navy.

2006 - 2015 | Nuclear Machinist Mate First Class (E-6) | US Navy (Globally)
● In charge of the logistical supply chain and acquisitions process for an annual budget of $4.8M and associated

critical $7M inventory in stored equipment and other assets.
● Developed digital processes including the creations of databases for managing inventory, ordering, and

planning parts.
● Operated four nuclear power plants as a power plant supervisor with 81 sailors and over 1,200 quarterly

planned maintenance items for nearly 10 years.

Relevant Education & Training
● Akamai DevOps training (certificate)
● Akamai Bot Manager Advanced (certificate)
● Akamai Web Performance Foundations (certificate)
● Docker Mastery: with Kubernetes +Swarm from a Docker Captain (certificate)
● Mastering Regular Expressions in JavaScript (certificate)
● Web Developer’s Bootcamp (certificate)
● Wes Bos - Javascript Beginners course (certificate)
● NuCamp.co - Coding bootcamp (certificate)
● FreeCodeCamp.org (certificate)
● Adwords Search (certificate)
● Adwords Fundamentals (certificate)
● Wayland Baptist University, Business Administration (99/120 Applicable credits)
● 10 Years of Military Training
● Northwest Cabarrus High School, Concord, North Carolina, Graduated June 2005
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Highlights:
○ Operated four nuclear power plants as a power plant supervisor responsible for 81 sailors over nearly 10 years.
○ Five (5) Years of experience in automation of reporting, alerting, and testing of digital properties within

Enterprise Production Environments.
○ Utilized various technologies from AWS, Linode, Digital Ocean, Google Cloud Platform, CDNs (such as

MaxCDN & Fastly CDN), Local, WordPress, SFTP, Kubernetes, Route53, and Jira storyboards.
○ Expert with:

■ Jenkins
■ Openshift
■ Kubernetes(K8s)
■ Docker
■ In-depth understanding of performance considerations and scalability including networking and caching.

○ Experienced with RESTful APIs and Databases (SQL/NoSQL) in both creation and utilization
○ Experience working in an Agile environment while remote.
○ In-depth understanding of performance considerations and scalability including caching.
○ Knowledgeable with:

■ Browser technologies such as CSS, HTML5, Javascript, BootStrap (3 & 4) development.
■ Github, Gitlab, and BitBucket repositories for version control and IDEs such as Atom & Visual Studio Code.
■ AWS infrastructure including terraform, CloudFront, CloudWatch, lambdas, and server management.

○ Languages and Frameworks:
■ Typescript
■ Javascript (Vanilla Javascript, Node, Express, Deno.js, Ember (limited), React with Redux and hooks,

jQuery, & EJS various front end frameworks),
■ GoLang
■ PHP
■ Swift (limited)
■ Dart/Flutter



Recommendations:

“Drew's passion and enthusiasm is inexhaustible. He's always striving to learn new things and to share his knowledge
with others. He's a good guy, and I miss working with him.”

- John Schuncke | Team Lead at Flywheel | March 4, 2021, John managed Drew directly

“I had the pleasure of working with Drew at Flywheel for over a year on our support team. As a new person in this sort of
tech industry, Drew was always the person I called on to learn from. Drew is extremely technical but has a great way of
being a team player and cascading all of his knowledge to anyone willing or needing to learn. Pairing all of that with
superior workflows and optimization, any employer would benefit from Drew's skill set and efficiency. We miss him on
the team dearly and needed 3 new hires to fill his void!”

- John Laughlin | Customer Experience Lead at Flywheel/WPEngine | March 4, 2021, Drew worked with John in
the same group

“Drew is a super go getter and is always willing to go the extra mile. He’s constantly learning and always looking for
ways to improve his abilities and skills.”

- Victoria Stark | Technical Customer Support Specialist at Webflow | March 3, 2021, Drew worked with Victoria
in the same group

“Drew is a curious engineer - which in my experience is one of the best qualities to have. He would be a great addition
to any team!”

- Mark Mathis | Director of Developer Experience(DX) at Ally | March 1, 2021, mark was senior to Drew but didn’t
manage directly

“Drew has always been a fantastic culture influencer to work with. He has always been constantly curious to learn the
next new thing and careful to fully research an issue while still being one of the first to offer insight and solutions. He has
a deep background in various technologies and is an great model of work ethic and community culture.”

- Matt Smith | Tier 2 Happiness Engineer at Flywheel | February 28, 2021, Drew worked with Matt in the same
group

“I've had the pleasure of working alongside Drew and very quickly experienced the level of professionalism that he
exudes. His high technical aptitude and personal accountability are second to none and his energy and willingness to
contribute to his team make him an asset to any organisation. Drew has time and time again proven himself to be a top
performer whilst still ensuring that the quality of customer interactions remains at a high standard. In addition to this,
Drew has always displayed the passion and desire to improve on our processes and take on audacious challenges.
Thanks for being an incredible teammate, Drew!”

- Justin Nguyen | Technical Lead (Australia - Remote) at Flywheel & WP Engine | February 27, 2021, Justin
managed Drew directly

“Drew is a fantastic person to work with and has great people skills. He was really good at his role as Senior Happiness
Engineer and in the time he was there, had made somewhat of a reputation for working the tough problems & tickets. I
had the chance to work with him and provide assistance on a few complex issues. He was very quick to learn & able to
quickly understand the solution and not only relay it ahead to the customer in an easy to understand language, but also
created documentation to help out other team members.”

- Nitant Soni | Site Reliability Engineer - WordPress Hosting for Creatives | February 27, 2021, Drew worked
with Nitant in the same group

https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-laughlin-550607203/


“Drew was a coworker of mine at Flywheel and I can say without a shadow of a doubt that I would not be as successful
as I am in my job without him. He always jumped in to help when I had an issue and was patient but also incredibly
thorough. He always had an answer and shortcuts to get to the solution as quickly as possible. Drew was consistently
leveling up. He was never comfortable with being just okay, and he has never believed that he "knows enough." Drew
liked collecting all the information possible and through this it helped him be an incredible knowledgeable resource and
also inspired the rest of us to level up as well. He also uses the knowledge he gains to educate others. Even now he
creates resources for people to use for further understanding in different areas of tech. We no longer work together but I
know that if I needed help on something he'd be there to assist.”

- Breanna Carodine | Happiness Engineer at Flywheel | February 25, 2021, Drew worked with Breanna in the
same group

“I had the pleasure to be on the same support team as Drew. He was no doubt a top performer within a team of 16.
Drew was always there to offer his expertise and guidance whenever possible while juggling multiple tickets at the same
time. Although he started on the team late, he was the first to finish 10,000 support chats. Drew is one of those
individuals that I would love to have on my team.”

- Nguyen "Win" Tong | Happiness Engineer at Flywheel | February 25, 2021, Drew worked with Nguyen "Win" in
the same group

“Drew and I met in the Navy, and he struck me immediately as a very hard working individual who strives to increase his
level of knowledge on a continuous basis. Over our time together in the Navy, we worked closely together, and I found
Drew to be a great leader and someone who came up with creative ways to improve processes specifically within the
logistical processes within our department. We have kept in contact with each other since leaving the Navy, and our
conversations have only reinforced that first impression I had of Drew. His passion for learning, deepening his skill set
and understanding of relevant matters has not slowed at all, and I believe Drew would bring great value to any company
that employed him.”

- Joshua Richards | Loss Control Inspector at Hartford Steam Boiler | February 24, 2021, Drew worked with
Joshua in the same group

“Working together at Flywheel/WP Engine, I got to know Drew as a someone who's relentlessly passionate about user
experience, quality code, and building things the right way. Drew cares deeply about the work he does and how it
impacts people. He's impressively curious, never stops learning, and is the kind of coworker who will be the first to step
up and support his teammates in the face of any challenge.”

- Josh Collinsworth | Front end developer; designer; code instructor | February 24, 2021, Josh worked with
Drew in different groups

https://www.linkedin.com/in/joshcollinsworth/

